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Overview 

•  Description of the airborne GPS remote 
sensing system 

•  PRE-Depression Investigation of Cloud 
systems in the Tropics  

•  Measuring moisture evolution during 
hurricane development 



Airborne GPS radio occultation 
• Side-looking GPS receiver tracks setting and rising satellites 
• Nearly horizontal raypaths experience refractive delay 
• Atmospheric humidity profile is derived from refractive delay 
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GPS refractive delay 
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excess phase:   
 
The NetRS gives the phase delay that needs to be reduced to the delay due to 
refraction in the troposphere alone.  The GPS signal phase is the observable.  The 
excess phase is that portion of the signal phase accumulated from the tropospheric 
delay.  The matlab program bundle do_aro.m finds the ionospheric, relativistic, 
geometric and satellite clock corrections using the receiver navigation, satellite orbit 
and NetRS GPS data (in rinex format). The excess phase is then found, 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Figure 2:   Excess phase of occulting prn25 and high elevation prn14.  The high elevation 
prn14 doppler,    , is differenced from the occulting satellite Doppler to 
remove receiver clock error. 
 
 
 

~2.5 meters 

~150-300 meters! 



GISMOS installed on research aircraft 

Side-‐looking	  GPS	  
antennas	  
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Reflected signals for ocean winds and soil moisture 

timing signal 



Ocean Reflection 
• GPS reflection measurements can provide surface wind observations 

through heavy precipitation and clouds 

•  Down-looking GPS receiver records raw reflected signal from ocean 

• Delay-doppler mapping of cross-correlation  function gives surface 

roughness 

• Surface wind speed is derived from the surface roughness 



Land Reflection 
• Down-looking GPS receiver records raw reflected signal from 
land surface 
• Total power of scattered signal is related to the dielectric 
constant of the reflecting surface 
• Soil moisture is derived from the dielectric constant 

Low Soil 
Moisture 
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Focus on tropical waves 

PGI38 
Gaston TS 

PGI39 

PGI41 
Igor 
Cat 4-5 

PGI44 
Karl Cat 3 

CIMSS MIMIC TPW product 

While more than 80% of intense hurricanes in the Atlantic originate as 
African easterly waves (Landsea, 1993) most easterly waves do not develop 
into hurricanes.   Which waves will develop? 
 



Development of Karl 

 3 

Figure 3. 85 GHz montage (images courtesy of NRL-Monterey) for the 

active convection periods on each day from Sept. 10-17 (excluding 16 Sept) 

during the genesis of Karl (PGI44). Note the small eye on the Yucatan coast 

on 15 September. 

Hurricane Tropical Storm Depression -------------------------Disturbance 
Sept 16 18Z   Sept 14 18Z       Sept 14 12Z                                  Sept 9 
 
 
 



RF18 September 13, 2011 
•  PRN25 satellite 

occultation occurred near 
dropsonde 12 

•  NWP model reanalysis 
profiles are available on a 
25 km grid  



Comparison relative to the 4-day 
environmental mean 

•  GPS RO agrees well with dropsonde  
•  GPS RO differs from the current weather model 
•  All profiles are moister than 4-day mean 

GPS 

Weather 
model 



Flight Campaign 
•  Six research missions, RF14-RF18 sampled the pre-

Karl environment from Sept 9 – Sept 14  
•  14 to 16 dropsondes were released each flight 
•  Nine setting occultations were tracked by the 

GISMOS geodetic receivers 



Pre-Karl moisture evolution 

•  The retrieved profiles are consistent with moisture 
increasing during the 4 day period before Karl 
reached the tropical depression stage. 

More moist Less moist 



Assimilation into the weather 
model 



Weather model improvement 
3 hr forecast 15 hr forecast 

Error is larger 
without 
dropsonde 
and GPS RO 

Error is smaller with dropsonde 
and GPS RO 



Reasons for improvement 
•  PRN13 is located in a region of very high moisture 
•  PRN07 occurs in a very dry region. 

•  New “open-loop” tracking technology will provide 7 
times as many profiles so further improvement is 
expected 



Summary and Future Work 

•  First comparisons demonstrate that RO profiles agree within 2% 
with refractivity of dropsonde profiles 

•  GPS RO refractivity profiles indicate increasing moisture over 4 
days prior to development of hurricane Karl 

•  Assimilation of GPS RO and dropsonde data improved 15 hour 
weather model forecasts of moisture and refractivity from 2km to 
10km, and temperature from 2 km to 5km 

•  New “open-loop” tracking technology will provide ~7 times as 
many profiles so further improvement is expected 

•  An extensive dataset from 28 flights and 8 tropical disturbances 
will provide more case studies of developing and non-developing 
systems 





Observation geometry for  
pre-depression convective systems 

•  High vertical resolution profiles can be retrieved through heavy precipitation. 
•   Targeted regions can be sampled with the aircraft far from 
 potentially dangerous zones. 
•    Airborne RO can provide a sampling complementary to point measurements 
made by dropsondes. 
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• GPS signals are refracted in the atmosphere 
• Measure the difference between the observed distance and the straight line 
• Refraction causes a Doppler shift in the carrier frequency 
• The bending angle is an integral of the refractive index, which depends on P,T, and e  
 

GPS radio occultation theory 



Calculation of bending angle 

� 

α = φT + φR + θ −π
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• From geometry:  

• Snell’s law: 

� 

nRrR sinφR = rT sinφT = const = a

• The bending can be derived from the Doppler shift 
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Observable = phase data => Doppler shift=> Bending angle=> Refractivity=> T, humidity 

• The bending angle is an integral of the refractive index, which depends on P,T, and e  
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Bending angle to refractivity 



 

Refractivity Bending angle 

Excess Phase Excess Doppler 

negative elevation 
positive elevation 
partial bending 

Challenging measurements: maximum doppler 2.5 m/s 
                                              velocity noise 0.005 m/s 



•  Excess Doppler is the derivative of the observed carrier 
phase minus the vacuum line-of-sight carrier phase  

27 



•  Bending angle is calculated using geometric optics 

28 



•  Noisy section at top of profile is replaced with simulated 
   bending angle 
• Partial bending angle removes the effect of the 
atmosphere above the aircraft  

29 
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Fix_noisy_portion:  The noisy top portion of the bending angle profile and the 
positive elevation side is replaced to reduce propagation of error into the refractivity 
retrieval.  (fixtop_bend.m ) 

 
 

Partial bending angle:  The positive elevation is subtracted from the negative. 
 

 

 
 



•  Use inverse Abel transform to find refractivity 

•  Sept 13 profile is more moist than 4 day environmental mean 


